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Investigation of the internal structure of flax fibre cell walls
by transmission electron microscopy

Anthony Thuault . Bernadette Domengès .

Isabel Hervas . Moussa Gomina

Abstract The development of the use of flax fibre as

reinforcement of eco-friendly composite materials

requires a good knowledge of its hydrothermal and

mechanical behaviours. To this end the fibre internal

structure must be finely investigated. Transmission

electron microscopy was used to analyse the mor-

phology of the fibre cell walls in terms of the

arrangement of the layers and their thickness. Thus,

an alternative eco-friendly staining method, based on

oolong tea extract was successfully implemented. The

results reveal an arrangement at the nanoscale slightly

different from the classical four layer model encoun-

tered in the literature: the inner layer includes three to

four sub-layers. The cell walls comprises two outer

layers of relative thickness of about 10 %, a middle

layer of about 70 % and a group of thinner layers

(called sub-layers) that are contiguous to the lumen

with relative thickness of about 20 %.

Keywords Flax fibre � Microstructure �
Transmission electron microscopy �Cell wall �Oolong
tea extract staining � Cellulose

Introduction

With the growing environmental preoccupations,

great efforts are devoted to the development of eco-

friendly materials. Their ecological dimension

involves the judicious choice of the constituents and

the manufacturing process. In this context, plant fibres

are very interesting for the reinforcement of polymer-

matrix composites, and among them flax occupies a

special position. Indeed, flax is not a food plant and the

fibres present good mechanical properties: the tensile

strength rR is in the range 400–2000 MPa, ultimate

strain eR is between 1.2 and 3 %, the Young’s modulus

E between 30 and 110 GPa (Baley 2002; Batra 1998;

Beukers and van Hinte 2005; Davies and Bruce 1998;

Ganster and Fink 1999; Van den Oever et al. 2000;

Oksman 2001; Sridhar et al. 1982; Tröger et al. 1998;

Van de Velde and Kiekens 2001). The values for

E-glass fibres are: rR = 3400 MPa, eR = 4.8 % and

E = 73 GPa. Therefore, flax fibres possess specific

mechanical properties comparable to those of glass

fibres, which make this fibre an interesting material for
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reinforcement in composite materials (Dittenber and

GangaRao 2012; Yan et al. 2014a). Thus, due to

the low density of the flax fibres compared to

synthetic fibres, lighter materials can be produced

(*1.4 g cm-3 for flax fibre, *2.54 g cm-3 for glass

fibre and *2 g cm-3 for carbon fibres (Baley 2002;

Batra 1998; Davies and Bruce 1998; Ganster and Fink

1999; Tröger et al. 1998). Mass saving is sought in

many fields of applications such as automotive,

nautical and aeronautic since it means energy saving.

In addition to their high specific mechanical proper-

ties, their natural character, their annual turnover and

low environmental impact production of these fibers

are very interesting materials. Currently, flax fibres/

epoxy composites are strongly investigated for auto-

motive engineering applications. Indeed, they present

interesting mechanical properties comparable to those

obtain for glass fibres/epoxy composites: compressive

strength 77.5–299.6 MPa, tensile strength 63–92.6

MPa, interlaminar shear strength 10.7–23.3 MPa and

specific energy absorption 21.2–34.2 kJ/kg (Meredith

et al. 2012, 2013; Yan and Chouw 2013; Yan et al.

2014b, 2014c). In the construction field, research is

underway to the association of plant fibers to cemen-

titious materials, like cementitious composites with

glass fibers. However, the biochemical composition of

these fibers delays the setting, their hydrophilic

character affects the hydration of the cement and the

workability of the mixture is unsuitable for many

applications (Juarez et al. 2007; Olorunnisola 2008;

Pacheco-Torgal and Jalali 2011; Sawsen et al. 2014,

2015) However, the mechanical properties of the

fibres present a significant variability when they are

exposed to UV or water and decrease between 10 and

30 % (LeDuigou et al. 2015; Thuault et al. 2013a; Yan

et al. 2015). Thus, flax fibre has the potential to be used

as reinforcement for construction and building com-

posite materials if this variability is taken into account.

In the stem, flax fibres are organized in bundles

located between the phloem and the xylem of the stem.

The ultimate fibre has an average length of 10–40 mm

and an average diameter between 10 and 30 lm (Batra

1998; Mukherjee and Satyanarayana 1986a; Wang

et al. 2001). Its microscopic structure can be sketched

out as a tubular cylinder with a central cavity, the

lumen (Fig. 1). On the nanoscale the flax fibre is made

of two cell walls: the primary one is very thin and the

secondary is classically subdivided into three layers

from outer to inner: S1, S2 (the thickest) and S3

[(Baley et al. 2005; Bos and Donald 1999; Brett and

Waldron 1996; Nilsson and Gustafsson 2007; Preston

1974; Roland et al. 1995).

Hence, flax fibre can be considered as a composite

structure for which the reinforcement is the crystalline

cellulose microfibrils (Fink et al. 1999; Gassan et al.

2001; Lennholm et al. 1994; Saxena and Brown 2005;

Weimer et al. 1990), embedded in an amorphous

matrix mainly made of hemicelluloses and pectins and

structural water (Fig. 2). Fibres biochemical compo-

sition was determined by using the Van Soest’s

method (Godin et al. 2011). The mostly crystalline

cellulose is approximately 78 % of the fiber mass,

hemicelluloses about 6 %, lignin about 5 %, pectins

about 3 % and water about 8 % (Thuault et al. 2013b).

Due to their close chemical compositions, hemicellu-

loses constitute the interface between cellulose and

pectins whereas lignin is located between the hemi-

cellulosic areas. Water is mainly linked to the

hemicelluloses due their numerous ramifications

(Charlet et al. 2009).

Fig. 1 Usual representation of the flax fibre cell wall

arrangement

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the arrangement of the fibre

components
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It should be noted that all morphological, biochem-

ical and mechanical properties of the flax fibre exhibit

a large dispersion; they are known to depend on the

considered variety, the soil quality, the climatic

conditions during the growth, the maturation degree

of the plant, and the decortication conditions (Charlet

et al. 2007, 2009). Finally, the cellulose microfibrils

are organized in layers in a helical fashion along the

axis of the fibre. The microfibrils angle with the

longitudinal axis of the fibre, which strongly influ-

ences the mechanical properties, is estimated to about

10� in the thickest layer S2 and between 30� and 60� in
S1 and S3 (the lower the angle, the better the

mechanical properties are) whereas microfibrils are

randomly disposed within the external P wall

(Chakravarty and Hearle 1967; Hearle 1963; Mukher-

jee and Satyanarayana 1986a, b; Roe and Ansell 1985;

Stout and Jenkins 1955; Wang et al. 2001).

To the authors’ knowledge, all previous TEM

studies of flax fibres (which are non-lignified fibres)

aimed exclusively at investigating the polysaccharides

organization. However, TEM is a powerful tool with

the resolution required for detailed observation and

measurement of all the layers in the cell walls, as it had

been highlighted on wood fibres (Fromm et al. 2003;

Lehringer et al. 2009). Therefore, the fibres were

submitted to PATAg (periodic acid thiocarbohy-

drazide silver proteinate) test, which allows polysac-

charides detection, or the usual uranyl acetate/lead

citrate method. Moreover, cell walls organization in

flax fibre has not been specifically investigated yet: the

data reported in the literature were extrapolated from

the study of lignified fibre cell walls such as wood.

In this study, the internal structure of the flax fibre is

investigated using transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) and a special attention is paid to the number of

layers and their respective thickness. These parame-

ters are required for modelling the morphology of the

fibre in order to simulate its mechanical and hygrother-

mal behaviour. Using focused ion beam (FIB)

Microscopy observations, Domenges and Charlet

(2010) proposed a description of the layers arrange-

ment in the cell walls slightly different from that of the

conventional four layer model (Mark 1967) P/S1/S2/

S3. Indeed, they have observed an external wall (very

thin, less than 1 lm), a thick intermediate layer and a

less thick internal layer made of four sub-layers.

In this work the original staining method based on

oolong tea extract (OTE) and used herein to prepare

the thin cross sections is detailed. Then the results of

the TEM analyses are presented, the cell walls

organisation is discussed and compared to the findings

revealed by FIB microscopy.

Experimental

Material—flax fibre

Flax fibres from the Institut Technique du Lin (France)

were Agatha variety of Linum usitatissimum, one of the

most cultivated varieties in Europe. They originate from

plants grown in the samefield, the same year in the same

cultural conditions. In the field, the plants ripped from

the ground are exposed to sun and rain (dew-retting) and

that promotes the ingestion of pectinswhich separate the

fibre bundles from the xylem (Barbulée et al. 2014).

Then, the stems were scutched to be stored under

conditions of controlled temperature and humidity

(21 �C, 64 % RH). Finally, ultimate fibres were man-

ually extracted frombundles located in themiddle of the

stem, as it had been shown that their properties are

higher than those of fibres extracted from the top or the

bottom of the stem (Charlet et al. 2007, 2009), to

undergo metallographic preparation for TEM analyses.

The average fibre diameter was evaluated by the mean

of six measurements taken along the fibre using an

optical microscope. 120 fibres were considered and an

average diameter of 20.8 ± 5.9 lm was obtained. The

fibre density was determined by using an helium

pycnometer: 1.43 ± 0.01 g cm-3. The mechanical

properties (strength, ultimate strain and Young’s mod-

ulus) of the fibreswere obtained from tensile tests with a

gauge length of 10 mm, using a universal testing

machine equipped with a 2 N capacity load cell. The

testswere run at a crosshead displacement rate of 1 mm/

min, as itwas described in previous papers (Charlet et al.

2007, 2009). At room hygrothermal conditions (52 %

relative humidity, 23 �C) the following values were

obtained: tensile strength r = 875.9 ± 147.4 MPa,

Young’s modulus E = 59 ± 9.7 GPa and ultimate

strain e = 2.5 ± 0.8 %.

Cross section preparation

TEM lamellae were prepared using classical embed-

ding and ultra-microtomy. The fibres were embedded
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in a resin in order to ease the cross-sectioning. Then,

transversal cross sections were cut using an ultrami-

crotome (Leica EMUG7 model) equipped with a glass

knife (cryotim 45 type) for coarse cuts, and a diamond

knife (ultra Atomic Force Microscopy type) for fine

cuts. Cross sections of about 70 nm in thickness were

obtained and picked up on a TEM 200 mesh copper

grid. For this study, the cross sections of 21 ultimate

flax fibres were considered.

Cross section staining

To enhance the contrast of cellular component on

TEM images, ultrathin sections are usually soaked in a

single drop of uranyl acetate solution and post-fixed in

a solution of NaOH and lead citrate. However, uranyl

acetate is a radioactive material for which supplying

and use are strictly regulated. Moreover, uranyl

acetate is as toxic if inhaled or ingested as lead.

Furthermore, since these products are pollutants, they

have a negative impact on the environment, which is

contrary to the eco-friendly approach linked to the

development of eco-composites materials. In this

context, it seemed interesting to consider a recent

staining method using OTE.

OTE is a plant-derived extract and a highly safe

product constituted of polyphenols, which can be

found in candies for example (Sato et al. 2008). The

phenolic groups participate in the formation of

hydrogen bonds with the aldehyde groups contained

in hemicelluloses, in particular. Because of its high

atomic mass compared to flax fibre constituents, the

OTE will enhance contrast of hemicelluloses rich

areas (negative staining). This method has already

been successfully used to stain liver cells and the

results are very similar to those obtained with the

conventional uranyl acetate and lead citrate staining

(Carpentier et al. 2012; Sasaki et al. 2001; Sato et al.

1996, 2003, 2008; Yamaguchi et al. 2010).

Herein, in a first step single, drops of a solution

made of 0.2 %mass OTE in distilled filtered (0.22 lm
filter) water were put on a paraffin film and the

ultrathin sections were soaked in for 30 min at room

temperature and then rinsed in distilled filtered water.

The post-fixation was performed in a CO2-free

chamber to avoid any chemical reaction with the lead

citrate. To this end the paraffin film in a petri dish was

surrounded by NaOH pellets The sections were dived

in single drops of a solution of 1 N NaOH and 0.1 %

mass lead citrate in distilled filtered water for 4 min

and then rinsed in distilled filtered water (method A).

In method B, no post-fixation is carried out. The two

methods are evaluated in this study.

TEM

In order to enhance contrast and minimize the

irradiation damage, biological samples are usually

observed at rather low voltage (Näslund et al. 1988).

Here, the TEM microscope (TEM-STEM-FEG JEM

2011) was operating at 120 kV, using a cooling

sample holder (liquid nitrogen temperature) in a first

step. It appeared not necessary as long as observations

would be performed on sample lamellae deposited

close enough to a bar of the supporting 200 mesh

copper grid. Those would ensure charge flooding and

limit the overheating of the sample.

Results and discussion

First, it is important to note that no significant

difference was observed between the cross sections

stained with OTE only (method B) and those stained

with OTE and post-stained with Lead Citrate (method

A); in the following the staining method is indicated

on each TEM image (either OTE or OTE-LC). Thus,

lead citrate post-staining will not be necessary for

future TEM observations. Regarding the good contrast

obtained on these pictures, it can be stated that OTE

staining permits to avoid the use of noxious products

(lead citrate and uranyl acetate). It should be consid-

ered as a good marker of hemicelluloses rich areas,

which are related to the presence of cellulose (Morvan

et al. 2003).

Pictures obtained by TEM allow distinguishing the

several layers constitutive of the cell walls of flax

fibre. On first observations at low magnification

(Fig. 3a), dark contrast residues of lead citrate are

still present but it is possible to clearly identify the

lumen (L), the middle lamella (ML) and several cells

junctions (Cj). The investigated fibres are located in a

bundle and have a diameter of about 20 lm, which is

comparable to the measurements carried out by optical

microscopy on ultimate fibres extracted from the

bundle (Thuault et al. 2011). They exhibit polygonal

shape (hexagonal) rather than circular, like it is
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conventionally described. This is due to the strain

applied by the neighbouring fibres of the bundles.

Pictures at higher magnification enable to observe a

remarkable feature on almost all fibres: the lumen is

surrounded by a complex arrangement of three to four

concentric sub-layers (Fig. 3b–d). These observations

are similar to those of a former TEM study using

classical staining (Morvan et al. 2003) and those made

by using FIB microscopy (Domenges and Charlet

2010). FIB microscopy observations were based on

imaging the irradiation damage produced by focused

Ga? ion beam, enhancing more sensitive areas. FIB

image in Fig. 4 reveals four concentric sub-layers

around the lumen. Currents results confirm that this

complex morphology of the sub-layers around the

lumen is not related to any observation artefact, but

corresponds to the true nature of the flax fibre. Besides

these concentric sub-layers around the lumen, a thick

intermediate layer and a very thin external one are also

observed.

As the fibre diameter shows a large dispersion, it

was chosen to describe the organisation and the

thickness of the layers relatively to the diameter (%).

Some authors hypothesized the same structure for flax

fibre as for wood (Baley et al. 2005; Bos and Donald

Fig. 3 TEM images of a flax fibre cross sections a low

magnification—L (lumen), ML (middle lamella) and Cj (cell

junction); b–d medium magnification showing three or four

concentrics layers around the lumen; OTE stays for OTE only

staining and OTE-LC for OTE staining plus with lead citrate

post-staining (note citrate dark gray residues). To help

visualization of the different layers, citrate residues were

lightened on b, c

Fig. 4 FIB image of a flax fibre cross-section, after Ga? ion

irradiation, showing the lumen (dark arrow) and concentric

layers around the lumen (white arrows)
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1999) and reported a relative thickness of 8–15 % for

S1 and S3, 70–80 % for S2 and 1–4 % for P. Others

have experimentally observed the structure of the

bevelled-cut section of flax fibre (Roland et al. 1995)

and highlighted three distinct layers together with the

middle lamellas. However, the transition zones

between S1 and S2 or S2 and S3 do not clearly appear

and thus no sub-layers could be identified. Conse-

quently, no evaluation of the layers thickness was

proposed.

In this study, it has been noted that the whole

concentric internal sub-layers nearest to the lumen

represent about 20–25 % of the cell walls thickness

while the intermediate layer represents about 55–70 %

and the outer layer about 2–10 % (Fig. 5a, b). This

external layer was investigated at higher magnification

(Fig. 5c, d). In fact, two distinct external layers can be

isolated. The inner layer, marked with white dashed

lines in Fig. 5, is darker and thus probably hemicel-

luloses rich. Thus, the inner domain might correspond

to the generally called S1 layer which is made of

70–80 % of oriented cellulose microfibrils whereas

the outer domain (dark dashed lines) might be the

primary cell wall P which contains less cellulose

[*8–14 % (Baley 2002)] and no oriented microfibrils

Fig. 5 a, b Medium magnification TEM micrographs showing

the internal organisation of the cell-walls layers and their

average relative thicknesses (dashed double arrows), c, d higher

magnification TEM micrographs showing the organisation of

the external layer on two sites of b, darker contrast areas along
the middle lamella are marked with two sets of dashed lines

Fig. 6 High magnification TEM micrograph of the middle

lamella of a flax fibre; S1 and primary cell wall are marked

through two sets of dashed lines
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(Chakravarty and Hearle 1967; Mukherjee and Satya-

narayana 1986a, b; Stout and Jenkins 1955; Wang

et al. 2001). Indeed, it exhibits a contrast similar to that

of the middle lamella (Fig. 6), which suggests that

they have close biochemical compositions.

These observations also permit to evaluate the

thickness of the middle lamella which, to the knowl-

edge of the authors, is not often available in the

literature due to its irregular shape and to the

resolution required to observe it. Thus, the middle

lamella thickness ranges between 150 and 600 nm

depending on the location between two adjacent fibres.

Finally, TEM also highlighted some defects in the

layer organisation of the cell wall. For instance, a local

disorganized area is shown on the Fig. 3b (arrowed

zone). This kind of defect may have appeared due to:

• Unfavourable climatic conditions during fibre

growth could have disturbed the enzymatic produc-

tion and the organisation of the cellulose microfib-

rils by the rosettes and created a very localized zone

with another biochemical arrangement (Chernova

andGorshkova 2007; Doblin et al. 2002; Gorshkova

et al. 2003) (brighter areas are less dense);

• The mechanical treatments applied to the fibres

when extracting them from the stem, which could

have locally damaged the cell walls.

• Finally, more significant differences are noted in

the inner layers for which three hypotheses can be

considered:

• The so-called S3 layer should be made of three or

four sub-layers evidenced above. However, the

thickness of these sub-layers is higher than the S3

layer generally described in the classical four layer

model;

• The S3 layer defined in the four layer model should

be the inner sub-layer and the others sub-layers

would be a ‘‘transition domain’’. Indeed, Roland

et al. (1995) have hypothesized that the change in

the microfibrils angle between the layers of the cell

walls should occurs gradually through transition

layers. Thus, it can be suggested that the transition

between S2 and S3 occurs more progressively than

the transition between S1 and S2 and that may

explain why transition layers cannot be observed

in the latter case.

• The ultimate hypothesis would be that the usual

four layer model (P/S1/S2/S3) is not accurate

enough and, because of the difficulty to observe

the internal structure of the flax fibre, the com-

plexity of the organisation of the most internal

layers have not be revealed so far. In this case, it

would be possible to describe a seven layers based

model of the flax fibre, as shown in Fig. 7.

Finally, the progress that represents the finest

determination of the morphology of the fibers is a

step towards determining their fine nanostructure in

terms of the location of the hydrophilic and hydropho-

bic phases. This permits to verify the current hypoth-

esis and to provide data for modelling (Gorshkova

et al. 1996, 2000; Morvan et al. 2003). Thus, future

modelling could permit to determine the water

absorption into the fibre and so to establish its

consequences on the mechanical properties, since it

has been evidenced that the relative humidity strongly

influence the ultimate strength and the Young’s

modulus (Thuault et al. 2013a). Moreover, the differ-

ent cell walls organisation highlighted in this study

could also be used to carry out more accurate

numerical simulation of the fibre mechanical beha-

viour (Thuault et al. 2013c). Indeed, the interface

between the layers and the microfibrils angle consid-

ered for each layer would influence the fibre mechan-

ical behaviour.

Conclusions

The flax fibre structure was investigated by TEM in

order to identify its sub-morphology and quantita-

tively evaluate the thickness of the layers in the cell

walls. OTE staining method was successfully used as

an alternative to the usual staining method which

makes use of noxious products. It was shown that a

lead citrate post-staining treatment does not signifi-

cantly improve the image contrast.

Fig. 7 Proposition for the cell wall organisation based on our

TEM observations (the relative thickness is also noted)
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This study of the flax fibre structure allowed

measuring the relative thickness of the different cell

walls layers (P, S1, S2, S3). Thus, from inner to outer:

S3 represents 20–25 % of the secondary cell wall

thickness whereas S2 and S1 represents 55–70 % and

2–10 % respectively. Moreover, the fine analysis of

the fibre outer zones allows distinguishing between the

primary cell wall and the middle lamella.

Two new important results were obtained: it was

possible to clearly distinguish between the primary

cell wall and the middle lamella, the thickness of the

latter ranges from 150 to 600 nm; this study high-

lighted the presence of 3 or 4 sub-layers within S3

which reflects the complex morphology of this plant

fibre.

These observations and microstructural data will

help to implement a numerical model of the flax fibre

considered as a multilayer composite material. The

association of specific mechanical properties to the

different layers and sub-layers revealed in this work

can be used to implement a numerical simulation of

the fibre mechanical behaviour.
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